
Sounds Good 
Mobile Production

Playing music at the shows!

We are a large production company that specializes in Cheer Competitions 
all over the nation. We want to make playing your music at a competition faster/easier!

We understand that EVER company uses a different system.
If you follow our simple rules, it will make your team look good and sound even better!

⁃ Our first rule is to please NOT bring a broken or bad file. please make sure all 
files/MP3’s are in perfect working order.

⁃ The back warm-up CD player/Audio Source is COMPLETELY different than used 
on the competition floor. DO NOT tell us “well it worked in the back” We are NOT 
Responsible for the Warm-up audio.

⁃ We ask that a coach comes to our music table ONE team prior to their 
competition. This will give us both time to make sure all audio is played correctly 
and smoothly.

⁃ IF YOU ARE USING A PHONE!! We have seen a few gyms using an internet 
based app/website to share music and can only run with service. PLEASE NOTE 
we are NOT responsible for phone interruptions(Phone calls, Texts, Emails, 
Alarms, Alerts, ect). WE ASK that every Gym/Coach puts their device in 
“Airplane Mode”. This will block all texts, phone calls and emails BUT will not 
block Alarms/Alerts. 

⁃ Devices you can use are: iPhones, iPods, iPads, Android Phones/Devices 
and Laptops. These Devices must have a HEADPHONE JACK on them in 
order for us to receive the audio. WE ASK that your VOLUME on your device be 
turned all the way up. The sound board we are using is set for your volume to be 
all the way up. If it is NOT, DO NOT yell at us to turn it up.

⁃ All Device used CAN NOT have a CASE/COVER on it. Our audio jack is Larger 
and won’t fit most cases. Prior to coming to our table we ask you REMOVE the 
CASE. ANY cases left behind will be added to Sounds Good inventory.

⁃ IF YOU ARE USING A CD!! Again the CD player in Warm-up is DIFFERENT than 



the one being used for competition. Your CD CAN NOT have Scratches, Marks 
or any other Blemishes. If it does have blemishes and you still try to use that 
CD, We are NOT responsible for anything that happens to that Disc (Skips, 
Audio-Loss/Distort and/or unable to play). Our CD players DO NOT read 
Folders or files with audio inside, They think that there is a wall and WONT read 
the CD. The CD Player DOES NOT start until you push PLAY. Once the first 
track is over, it will stop and pause at the next track waiting for you to push PLAY 
again.

Thank you for reading our rules.
We hope this makes your competition run smoother and faster.

Thanks,
Evan Fitzgerald

Sounds Good Mobile Productions
(469)223-1256

Soundsgoodmobiledj@ymail.com


